We point out new ways to search for charmless baryonic B decays: baryon pair production in association with η ′ is very likely as large as or even a bit larger than two body Kπ/ππ modes. We extend our argument, in weaker form, to B → γ + X s and ℓν + X. Although calculations are not reliable, estimates give branching ratios of order 10 −5 -10 −6 , where confidence is gained from recent experimental finding that B → D * pn, D * ppπ are not far below D * π and D * ρ rates. Observation of charmless baryon modes would help clarify the dynamics of weak decays to baryonic final states, while the self-analyzing prowess of the Λ-baryon can be helpful in CP -and T -violation studies.
Many charmless mesonic B → M (s)M decays have emerged at the 10 −5 level in recent years, giving evidence for strong b → s penguins and tree level b → u transitions. In contrast, the search for rare baryonic modes has been less fruitful. The most recent limits [1] are B →Λp,Λpπ − andpp < 0.26, 1.3 and 0.7 ×10 −5 , respectively, improving previous bounds [2] by more than an order of magnitude, except for the pp mode which has a 2.8σ
excess. Theoretical work on rare baryonic (we use M and B to stand for meson and baryon, respectively) decay is equally sparse [3] [4] [5] [6] , but in general they predict B →B (s) B to be below 10 −5 , oftentimes considerably below. With the advent of B factories, two body baryonic modes should eventually emerge. But one may wonder: Where is the best place to search for charmless baryonic modes?
We suggest that charmless baryon-antibaryon final states in B decays may show up in association with η ′ and/or γ with sizeable branching ratios, i.e. ≈ 10 −5 − 10 −6 or more.
Although theoretical calculations are very unreliable, the bright side of this is that theory will learn much from experiment once the measurements become available. In particular, we would get important input for understanding the dynamics of weak decays. Furthermore, baryonic final states offer new observables that should be sensitive probes of CP and T
violation.
We take cue from the surprise discovery of the B → η ′ + X modes. Without guidance from theory, the CLEO Collaboration discovered that both inclusive [7] B → η ′ + X s (where X s = K + nπ) and exclusive [8] B → η ′ K modes are very large (> 6 × 10 −4 and ≃ 8 × 10 −5 , respectively). To date they are still not clearly understood. Theoretical work done after the fact [9] can still not fully explain the exclusive rate even by some ad hoc tuning of parameters. For the inclusive mode, an interesting but still controversial proposal [10, 11] , based on b → sg * followed by g * → gη ′ transition (which is motivated by the gluon anomaly), seems to account for the observed m Xs recoil spectrum and rate. In the following, we
give two semi-quantitative arguments, one from the inclusive perspective with the anomaly mechanism, the other from exclusive perspective and based on a pole model, that suggest and it is the only method that has studied penguin effects so far. The basic problem may be the applicability of sum rules to B decay to light hadrons. Analogous to the diquark picture, one relies on a softq-q pair creation model, hence it seems to be better suited for B →B c B processes where the energy release is lower.
We can now understand why B →B (s) B modes are suppressed compared to B → M (s)M :
Baryons are more complicated objects than the "atomic" mesons and hence harder to form.
The weak Hamiltonian inducesb →dqq andsqq transitions that lead to final states already containing twopairs, typically with matching color that project easily onto M (s)M final states. In contrast, not all the ingredients are present for the B →B (s) B case. The need for creating anotherpair leads to suppression by either a strong coupling, or by the intrinsic softness of nonperturbative pair creation against the rather hard weak decay.
Applying the diquark model to penguin processes serves to illustrate further the point.
The penguin process can be viewed as induced by a b → sg * transition where g * is virtual.
One may think that g * →DD can be treated on the same footing as g * → qq, hence b → sDD could be analogous to b → sqq. However, the picture fails because, while quarks are truly fundamental, diquarks are quark-quark correlations at best up to typical hadronic scale. Since the g * virtuality in two body penguin transitions is well above this scale, the g * →DD transition is suppressed by some form factor. Thus, the smallness of B →B (s) B modes is rooted in the large energy release. They are further suppressed compared to B → M (s)M modes because of the more complicated composition of baryons.
From discussions above, we have gained some insight into where charmless baryonic B decays may be larger: One has to reduce the energy release and at the same time allow for baryonic ingredients to be present in the final state. A natural starting point is the inclusive
where a large rate of ≃ 6 × 10 −4 is observed for p η ′ > 2.0 GeV. Much energy is already carried away by the η ′ while the signal is established by requiring a cut [7] on recoil system mass m Xs < 2.35 GeV. The observed inclusive m Xs spectrum is so far accounted for only by the anomaly mechanism [10, 11] , namely b → sg * followed by g * → gη ′ with effective coupling motivated by the gluon anomaly. It has been argued that the anomaly coupling should be form factor suppressed [17] since the g * is rather virtual ( √ q 2 ∼ 3 GeV). However, the problem is interestingly nontrivial [11] because of high gluon binding scale in the G µνGµν channel, which has no analog in the γ * → γπ case. At any rate, we take this as a model that is rather effective in producing fast η ′ in B decays. We therefore consider the transitionbq → η ′ +sgq wheresgq forms a color singlet.
Treating the gluon as a parton in the final state, thesgq system gives an m Xs recoil mass spectrum that is in good agreement with data [7] and peaks roughly at 2.3 GeV. Although sgq clearly can evolve into K + nπ, it is instructive to visualize how it may feed a single kaon. In Ref. [11] an effective m g = 0.5 GeV was used in final state phase space to remove "soft" gluons (below consituentthreshold). Since there are no infrared singularities, it was pointed out that the m Xs region covered by m g < ∼ 0.5 GeV might be swept under the kaon, and could by itself account for the observed size of B → η ′ K. Such "|sgq Fock component of the K meson" contributions to B → η ′ K have not been taken into account in the traditional approach [9] . Here we extend this observation and exploit g * →DD diquark pair creation to construct baryonic final states.
We illustrate thebq → η ′ +sgq transition andsgq →sDDq evolution in Fig. 1 We depict in Fig. 2 The picture we outline above bears some similarity with the explanation for the low p J/ψ "bump" in the feed-down subtracted inclusive primary J/ψ momentum spectrum seen by CLEO [18] . The excess for p J/ψ < 0.6 GeV is suggested [16] to be B → J/ψΛp where there is only 128 MeV available kinetic energy. It is known that B → J/ψ + X decay has a large component coming fromcc color octet. Although this excess color is not necessarily shed by a single gluon as in our anomaly model diagram, kinematic arguments were also used to argue forΛp in final state. The enhancement may come about because nonperturbative effects are operative for such low kinetic energy. It should be noted that, because of the latter, the detection ofΛp system recoiling against J/ψ would not be easy. In the anomaly model mechanism for explaining fast η ′ production in B decays as we outlined above, the X s recoil system has m Xs peaked at 2.3 GeV. On the one hand this is not far aboveΛp threshold so one again does not expect the opening of many channels. On the other hand, theΛ and p baryons have considerable kinetic energy since they are recoiling against an energetic η ′ , the energy of which is (conjectured to be) fed by the g * gη ′ vertex. Thus, discovery of B → η ′B s B modes with energetic η ′ may be more straightforward than detecting B → J/ψΛp, and it may also give credence to the anomaly mechanism itself.
An alternative approach offers complementary support for our discussion above from a different perspective. Using naive factorization and simple pole model ideas, the B → η ′Λ p decay is seen (Fig. 3(a) ) as occurring in two steps: B → η ′ +"K", followed by "K"→Λp, where "K" denotes an off-shell kaon. The first vertex can be normalized to the observed rate for B → η ′ K, but it is very difficult to make reliable statements about the strength of the dimensionless K-p-Λ effective coupling, g bef f . The crude approximation of g It is tempting to extend the pole model picture further into B → ℓ + ν +BB(π) via π/ρ poles. In principle, similar numbers would follow. We caution, however, that, unless E ℓ or m ℓν are large, the energy release may not be reduced sufficiently. Furthermore, charmed baryon production in semileptonic B decays, where one has reduced energy release, is relatively suppressed [20] . In particular, Γ(B →pe + ν + X)/Γ(B → e + ν + X) < 0.015 [20] suggest that B → ℓ + ν +BB(π) may be less promising than in association with fast η ′ or γ.
Before we conclude, let us review, in descending order of inclusive rate, the processes to be studied for charmless baryonic B decays. The B → J/ψ + X process is at 1% level. In some sense it is not really a charmless final state, and has very limited phase space for X =Λp (the only possibility). Interestingly, a distortion or a bump in the low J/ψ momentum region is found, indicating that B → J/ψΛp could be of order 4% -5% of B → J/ψ + X rate.
But this mode is not easy to reconstruct because of the very slow proton. The charmless In conclusion, we point out that B → η ′ +B s B(π) could be the most promising charmless baryonic modes. The η ′ should still be fast, and for m Xs that is not far aboveΛp threshold, the baryonic recoil system is simple and of low multiplicity. These modes not only could be the first charmless baryonic modes to be detected, their detection could strengthen the anomaly picture, and provide new probes for CP and T violation by bringing in the powerful self-analyzed Λ spin observable. Though the argument gets a bit less compelling, a parallel program should also be started to reconstruct baryonic modes in the recoil system against the photon in B → γ + X s . The traditional search for two body B →B 
